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51. INTRODUCTION 
IN THE “ homotopy ” category of C- W complexes and homotopy classes of maps, Poincart 
duality spaces are the analogs of closed orientable manifolds. Similarly, in the category of 
C-W pairs and homotopy classes of maps, PoincarC-duality pairs are the analogs of orient- 
able manifolds with boundary. Although there are several alternative definitions of these 
objects (see [3, 5, 91) which differ in minor details involving simple connectivity or the lack 
thereof, we will adopt the following as best suited to the context of this discussion. 
Definition 1 .I. A connected Poincart? duality space of dimension n is a jinite C-W com- 
plex M” (of the homotopy type of a.finite n-dimensional complex) which sati@es 
(a) H,,(M”) = Z, with g E H,(M”) a generator; 
(b) The homomorphism 
n g : H’(M”) -+ H,,_,(M”) 
is an isomorphism jk all i. 
More generally, a Poincart-duality space of dimension n is a finite union of connected 
n-dimensional PoincarC-duality spaces. 
We note that the requirement that M” be of the homotopy type of an n-dimensional 
complex is redundant for II 2 3, since if M” is a finite complex whose integral homology and 
cohomology vanish above dimension n 2 3, the M” is of the homotopy type of a finite 
n-complex. 
Similarly, we can define a PoincarC duality pair 
Definition 1.2. A connected Poincare’ duality pair of dimension n is a pair (M”, aM”) of 
jinite C-W complexes, such that the pair is of the homotopy type of a pair of dimension 
(n, n - 1) andsuch that 
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(a) H,(M”, an/r’) = Z, wifh g E N,(M”, aMn) a generator; 
(b) T& homomorphism 
n g : H’(W) -+ I&_ ,(.M”, d&f”) 
is an isomorphism for all i; 
(c) The homomorphism 
n g : ~~(~n, aM*) -9 r-I,_ i(&f”) 
is an isomorph~sm for all i; 
(d) 8M” is a Poincare’ duaiity space of dimension n - 1, and its (n - 1)-dimensional 
homology is generated by i3g, where 8 is the boundary homomorphism for the pair (M”, aM”>. 
We note that conditions (b), (c), (d) of the above definition are redundant in the sense 
that any two imply the third. This follows from the five Iemma by considering the following 
map of exact sequences, which is due to Browder 
* * * H’(M”, &VP) - N”(M”) --+ P(aw) w p+ l(M”, ahfy * * * 
I 
Wl 
I 
n$ 
I 
n & 
! 
na 
- - - ~~~_i(Mff) - H,_;(M”, amy - Ii,-i_ I(aM~) - H,+!- #Y) * * * 
It should also be noted that if (M”, 8M”) is a Poincare duality pair and if V, IV are 
unions of connected components of aM”, with V v W = aM*, V n W = fzr, then one has 
n g : H’(M”, W) --% Iin_i(M”, V). 
n g : ~j(~*, V) = ~~-~(~~n, W). 
Conversely, if these two isomorphisms are substituted for conditions (b) and (c) of 
Def. 1.2, then one can recover(b) and(c) by a little standard algebraic topology. 
We will say that two Poincare duality spaces are equivalent if they are homotopy- 
equivalent. Similarly, two PoincarC duality pairs are equivalent if they are homotopy-equi- 
valent as pairs. I-Ienceforth, we shall use the abbreviations “ P-space ” and “P-pair” for 
PoincarC duality space and Poincare duality pair respectively. 
Let (M”, aM*) be a P-pair, and let p : h?” -+ M” be the universal covering map. Let 
a@’ =p-l(aM”). Then we say that the pair satisfies condition (S) if the pair (a”, a@‘) 
satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c) of Def. 1.2, with the homology groups understood to be those 
based on infinite locally finite chains. If M” is a P-space, we say that M” satisfies (S) if the 
P-pair (M”, Cp) does. (I.e., an satisfies Poincare duality with this homology theory.) 
Condition (S) is preserved under equivalence of pairs. 
A key fact, due to Spivak [S], but formulated by Browder in the version beIow is: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let (M, a&f> be a P-pair of dimension n + k, satisfying (S), with k 2 3, 
andlet M be a&space of dimension n satisfying (S). Let (M, aM) be 2-connected. 
Then the inclusion map i : dM c M is, up to homotopy, a (k - 1)-spherical jibration. 
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In this paper, we try to develop the notion of an embedding of a C-W complex in a 
P-space, in analogy to the notions of embedding for smooth and PL manifolds. We prove 
some existence theorems for these embeddings, and in so doing, develop notions of “ handle- 
bodies” in the categories of P-spaces and P-pairs. Our embedding results can then be inter- 
preted, in some cases, as assuring the existence of handlebody structures. 
52. SPLITTINGS AND EMBEDDINGS 
We now wish to define an appropriate notion of embedding of a complex in a P-space 
(or P-pair). It should be clear that if K is a subcomplex of some P-space AI”, this ought not 
to be regarded as an embedding. For let M” be the mapping cylinder of some cellular map 
f : K --t Ml”, where MI is a P-space. Thus K is a subcomplex of M” but not necessarily of the 
equivalent P-space MI. 
What we want is to have a “ regular neighborhood ” and a “ complement of a regular 
neighborhood” of the “ embedded ” K. These two objects will be the natural correspondents, 
in the category of P-pairs, of the usual notions in the case of smooth or PL manifolds. 
So we first give 
Definition 2.1. Let M” be a P-space. A splitting oj‘M” consists of 
(1) A pair ofP-pairs (N1”, aNI”), (N2”, SN,“) with aN, = alv, = NI n N2. 
(2) a homotopy equkalence 
C$ :M” + N,” v N,“. 
Two splittings of M” (N,“, aNI”), (N,“, aN,“>, IJ and (PI”, dp2”), (P2”, dP,“), $ are said 
to be equivalent fthere exists a homotopy equicalence of triads 
a : (N,” u Nz”, N,“, Nz”, aN,” = dN,“) -+ (PI” u Pzn, PI”, Pzn, aP,” = aP,“) 
so that the diagram 
commutes up to homotopy. 
Similarly, one can define the notion of a splitting of a P-pair by 
Definition 2.2. A splitting of a P-pair (M”, aM”) consists of (1) A pair of P-pairs 
(N,“, aNI”), (N2”, aN,“> such that aNz” = V v U, where V and U are disjoint unions of 
connected components of aN,“, and such that NI n N2 = aN, = V; 
(2) a homotopy equivalence ofpairs 
4 : (M”, ad4”) + (NI u N,, U). 
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Obviously, one can also define an appropriate notion of equivalent splittings for a 
P-pair. 
The notion of splitting allows us to speak of embeddings of a complex in a P-space (or 
P-pair), for the “ halves ” of the splitting will correspond to the “ regular neighborhood ” and 
its complement. 
In particular, we make the following definition. In the subsequent discussion, we write 
Kk for a connected, finite C-W complex of homotopy dimension k, i.e. Kk is of the homotopy 
type of a finite k-complex, but is not of the homotopy type of any j-complex for j < k. 
Definition 2.3. Let f : Kk -+ M”, where M” is a P-space. We say that f is homotopic to 
an embedding if 
(1) There exists a splitting (N,“, aNI”), (N2”, aN,“>, 4 of M”, and a homotopy equivalence 
h : K” 5 N,” so that 
Kk f b M” 
‘\h \ I 6 L 
N; c N;u N,” 
commutes up to homotopy. 
(2) The inclusion aN,” E N1” is (n - k - 1)-connected. 
We remark that certain details of this definition, in particular condition (2), might 
conceivably be varied. The ambiguity arises from lack of simple connectivity of Kk, N,“, 
aNI”, etc. (see [3]). However we have adopted the above definition in order to minimize 
digressions. 
W7e note that one can easily define an analogous notion for a map f : Kk + M”, where 
(M”, aMn) is a P-pair, by carrying the definition over almost verbatim. 
Henceforth, by an embedding f : Kk -+ M”, we shall mean a map f homotopic to an 
embedding, together with a tacitly assumed particular equivalence class of splittings of M” 
which satisfy the conditions of Definition 2.3. 
Now suppose f : Kk -+ M” is an embedding, and suppose Kk is itself a P-space of dimen- 
sion k. 
Definition 2.4. Let f : Kk --, M” be an embedding. Then f embeds Kk as a sub-P-space 
iffaN,” E N,” - K is an (n - k - I)-sphericalfibration (where N,, JN, are as in the splitting 
which defines the embedding). 
By 1.3, if Kk satisfies (S) and if n - k 2 3, then any embedding of Kk into M” embeds it 
as a sub-P-space. In case f : Kk + M”is an embedding of Kk as a sub-P-space we shall denote 
by vf, the (n - k - 1)-spherical fibration over Kk which corresponds to the inclusion 
aN,” E N,“. We call this the normal spherical fibration of the embedding. We have: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Kk, M”, Pp be P-spaces and let f : Kk + M”, g : M” --) Pp be embeddings 
as sub-P-spaces. Then the map g of : Kk -+ Pp is naturally homotopic to an embedding of 
Kk in Pp as a sub-P-space so that vsO f = vf @f *v8 where 0 denotes Whitney sum for spherical 
fibrations. 
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For details, we refer the reader to [3]. 
Before proceeding, we wish to have an extension of our previous notion which will be 
of some help in the subsequent discussion. First, a P-pair, (M”, 8M”) will be said to be 
split on the boundary if aA4” = N, u N,, N,, n NI = aN, = aN,, and (N, , aN,) (N,, BN,) are 
P-pairs of dimension rr - 1. We will say in this instance that (M”, a&I”) is split on the boun- 
dary via N, , NI. We then make the following definition. 
DeJinition 2.6. Let (M”, aM”> be a P-pair. A splitting of (M”, aM”) mod boundary con- 
sists of 
(1) A pair (MI”, aMI”), (M,“. aM,“) ofP-pairs, with M,” n M,” = NO and with (M,“, aMIn) 
split on the boundary via NO, N,, (MZn, aMZ”) split on the boundary via N,, , Nz 
(2) A homotopy equivalence ofpairs 
C#I : (AL!“, akq --f (M,” u iv,“, Nl u Nz). 
Note that in the above definition, the P-pair (MI” u M,“, N, u N2) is split on the 
boundary via N,, N, . Now let (Kk, Jj) be a C-W pair of homotopy dimension (k,j). Then 
the following definition is the obvious one: 
Dejinition 2.7. Let (M”, aM”) be an n-dimensionalP-pair and let 
f : (Kk, J’) + (M”, aM”) 
We say thatf is homotopic to an embedding IT 
(1) There exists a splitting of (M”, aM”) mod boundary, given by 
(M”I, aM,“), (Mz”, aM,“), 4 
with (MI”, aMI”), (MZn, aMz”) split on the boundary via NO, NI and N,, , N, respectively 
such that there exists a homotopy equivalence ofpairs 
h : (Kk, J’) + (MI”, NI) 
making thefollowing diagram homotopy commutative 
h 4 
(M:: N,) E (M,“u &“, N, u IV,) 
(2) The inclusion NO c MI” is (n - k - I)-connected. The inclusion aN, = aN, c NI is 
(n -j - 2j-connected. 
Obviously under the above definition if 
f : (Kk, J’) --f (M”, aM”) 
is homotopic to an embedding, then the map 
flJ’-+aM” 
is homotopic to an embedding in the sense of Def. 2.3. Again, we adopt the convention that 
when we call f an embedding if we have a particular splitting of (M”, aM”) in mind. If 
(P”, aPp) is a P-pair and f : (P”, aPp) --f (M”, aMn) is an embedding, we say that f embeds 
(P”, aPp) as a sub-P-pair if there is an (n - p - 1)-spherical fibration 5 over Pp so that there 
exists a homotopy equivalence of triads 
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Hew J,, drlaP denote the mapping cylinders of 5 and its restriction to dP, and we 
use 5, Qc?P to denote the total spaces without ambiguity. We also assume, of course, that 
(Pa;) - -(At, J<lM) -% (Ml”, N,) 
-3 
h 
homotopy commutes. 
Again, we call 5 = vf the normal spherical fibration of the embedding. 
53. HANDLEBODIES 
In the subsequent discussion let 1~ 2 1. 
Let (M”, 8M’) be a P-pair which is equivalent to a P-pair (Mi”, aM,“) such that the 
latter is split on the boundary via N,, Nz. Suppose further that (N,, aN,) is homotopy 
equivalent to (Sk x Dnek-i, Sk x Snmkm2). Let (H, Hi, Hz, H3 = HI n Hz) be a 4-tuple 
such that 
(H, HI, H2, HJ N (Dk+’ x Dn-k-‘, Sk x Dn-h-‘, Dk+’ x LTk-‘, Sk x S”-k-2) 
and such that (HI, H3) is isomorphic to (N,, aNi) so as to commute with the prescribed 
homotopy equivalences with (Sk x Dn-k-l, Sk x S'-k-2). 
Now consider the union of M,” and H via the isomorphism HI g Nl and call this 
R”. Set 
a&i” = (M,” - N,) u Hz. 
We claim that the pair (R”, a?@) is a P-pair of dimension n. We claim, moreover, that 
R” is, up to homotopy, M” with a (k + I)-cell attached. 
Further facts of note are: 
(1) Up to equivalence, the P-pair (R”, 13m) is independent of the particular H chosen. 
(2) Given (Mi”, aMi”) as specified we can always find such an H, i.e., if c1 : (N,, dN,) N 
(Sk x D”-k-l, Sk x Snmke2), then consider. 
a1 : Nl + Dk+l x Dn-k-’ 
got by composing with the obvious inclusion. We can then let H = Aa, = mapping 
cylinder of txr and we have 
HI = N,, H, = (Dk+’ x S”-k-2) u JifnIlaN. 
When we perform the above construction, we say that (ji;i”, LJM”) has been obtained 
from (M”, dM”) by adding a (k + I)-handle. Notice that observation (2) above tells us that 
when f : Sk + 8M” is an embedding of Sk as a sub-P-space with trivial normal spherical 
fibration v/ , we can add a handle to (M”, i?M”), using Sk as “ core sphere.” 
The construction above can be extended to the case k = 0, provided that we check that 
orientability is preserved. That is, suppose ,f : So -+ dM” IS an embedding. Let H, Nl be as 
before. Then for the prescribed isomorphism. 
Nl z Hl 
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there may or may not be an “orientation” on dH = HI u Hz E S”-’ so that the inherited 
orientation on HI is consistent with that which N, inherits from aM”. Only in the former case 
can we perform our construction so as to get a P-pair. Similar remarks apply to surgery on 
P-spaces, and we leave the details to the reader. We note in passing the possibility of defining 
P-space and P-pair so as to allow “ non-orientable ” cases, but we will not undertake to 
discuss this point here. We refer the reader to [9] for a treatment of this question. 
Our main result may be viewed as an embedding theorem, but may also be thollght 
of as an existence theorem for handlebody structures of a certain sort. That is, given a 
P-pair (Al”, a&Y), we may ask w-hethcr one can “build” it by starting with (D”, S”-l) and 
adding handles in the manner described above. We assume from this point on that al! 
P-spaces or P-pairs we deal with are connected. 
Our stated result is : 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Al” be a l-comzected P-space, satisfying (S), and let Kk be a C-W 
complex, n 2 2k + 2. Then iff : K” -+ M”, f is homotopic to a.~ embeddiilg. 
Our proof consists of building a handiebody “ inside ” M” having one,j-handle for each 
-cell of Kk. By minor modifications of the proof we shall get 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (M”, aM”) be a P-pair satisfying (S) f : Kk -+ M”, K” a C-W 
complex, n 2 2k + 2. T?zzn,f is homotopic to all embedding. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let (M”, dMn) be a P-pair of dimension n and let (Kk, Jj) be a C-W 
pair of (homotopy) dimension k, j, with both (M”, aM”> alld 8M” satisfying (S). Thert if 
.f: (Kk, J’) -+ (M”, aM”>, f is homotopic to an embedding. provided n 2 2k + 2, 2j + 3. 
We can translate these results into existence theorems for handlebody structures as 
follows : 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let (M”, 8M”) be a P-pair satisfying (S) with nl(aM”) = n,(M”) under 
the inclusion homomorphism, and with d = homotopy dimension of M”. Then if n 2 2d + 2, 
(M”, c?M”) admits a handlebody structure. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let 44”’ be a l-connected P-space with H,(M’“) = 0. Then M2” admits 
a handlebody structure. 
In the following section, we establish some important algebraic lemmas necessary to the 
proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof itself we give in $5, together with some clarification of the 
corollaries. 
54. ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY 
In this section, we prove a lemma concerning PoincarC duality which will enable us to 
prove 3.1 by geometric techniques. The lemma allows us to translate a certain geometric 
situation into homology and cohomology information. 
Let Al” be a P-space of dimension n and let 
&j,f”--;&jn+k 
be a PL-thickening of M”, i.e., 4 is a homotopy equivalence of M” into a compact orientable 
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(n + k)-dimensional PL manifold-with-boundary m+k. Then we can easily show the 
existence of a “ Thorn class ” nw E Hk(mfk, ~3?iT”+~) with the following properties: 
v lM: Hj(j$p+k) 5 ffj+k(&‘fn+k, a&p+k) 
n f/M: Hj+k(R”+k, am+k) ” Hj(mfk) 
Now consider a compact codimension-0 submanifold Rn’k of IvP”~ with the property 
that 
(I) ar+k = W v L, where Wand L are (n + k - I)-dimensional manifolds-with-boundary, 
aw=aL= W~L. 
(2) Rn+k A a5Fk = w. 
Hereafter, write K = pfk, &i = IW+~. Let y]k E Hk(K, W) be the pullback of qM under the 
inclusion map (K, W) E (&f, am)>, and let K’ = closure of M - K = (M - K) u L. 
Suppose we have the “ Thorn isomorphisms ” 
u nK: H’(R) 5 Hi+k(R, W) 
n qK: Hj+k(R, W) -% H;(R) 
Then our lemma is the following 
LEMMA 4.1. Under the above assumptions, (R, L), (E’, L), C/I : M nA R=i?uK’, 
is a splitting of the P-space M”. 
Proof. We must show that (R, L) and (K’, L) are n-dimensional P-pairs. 
,aw 
K' 
R 
FIG. 1 
First we note the following map of exact sequences 
. . * HJ +k(K, W) c- Hj+k(H, a&f) - 
-- 
Hjfk(M, K U &iii) . . . 
I 
I 
UVK P 
I 
VVM 
I 
u)Ir”f 
. . . H”(E) +- H’(m) 
-- +-- H’+k(M, K) . . . 
-- 
Here, the lower exact sequence is that of the pair (M, K), while the upper is that of the 
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excisive triad (M; K, iSiT). It follows by the five-lemma that 
-- 
u qM : @(it?, K) --) H’+k(M, K u aa) 
is an isomorphism for allj. 
Recall that K’ is a manifold with boundary aK’, and moreover the inclusions (K’, aK’) 
-- -- 
c (M, A4 u R), (K’, L) c (M, K) induce isomorphisms (in effect, excision isomorphisms) 
in homology and cohomology. (This may easily be checked.) 
Set U = closure &%I - W, and let qK, E Hk(K’, U) be the pullback of vw under the 
inclusion (K’, U) c (M, aM>. Then one has the commutative diagram 
-- 
Hj+k(ilJ, KU aMi) -5 H~+~(K’, aK’) 
t 
” U)IM u 4K’ 
H’(f@, R) ----+ H’(K’, L) 
so that u qK, : Hj(K’, L) --% Hi+k(K’, dK’) for all j. 
By constructing the dual argument in homology, one may show in much the same way 
that 
n rK’: Nj+k(K’, aK’) ~ H~(K’, L). 
Now let gK E H,+,(K, %), gKt E H,+,(K’, aK’) be orientations of the orientable mani- 
folds with boundary R, K’ respectively. We have, by a suitable generalization of Poincare 
duality for manifolds : 
f-l gK: H’(R, L) ~ H,+k_j(R, W) 
n gK: Hj(R, W) -% Hn+k_j(R, L) 
Let 
YK = ‘7~n gkEH,@TL) 
yxr = qKr n gKj E H,,(K’,L). 
Now look at the composite isomorphisms 
(1) H’(E) $ H’+k(R, W) ;$ If,_,@?, L) 
(2) H’(R,L)q H,+,_,(R, W)$i H,_j(K) 
(3) H’(K’) T H”+k_j(K’, aK’) ~ H,_j(K’, L) 
(4) H~(K’, L) 2$% j+k(~f, aK') FH,_j(~‘). 
From (1) and (2) it follows that nyK induces isomorphisms from H’(R) to H,_j(R, L) 
and from Hj(K, L) to H,...j(E)e Similarly, (3) and (4) show that the analogous isomorphisms 
hold for ny,, with respect to the pair (K’, L). It follows that L is a P-space and (K, L), 
(K’, L) P-pairs. Thus, we get a splitting as prescribed. Q.E.D. 
We will also need a lemma concerning condition (S). 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let M” be a P-space satisfying (S), and let (N,“, aNIn), (N2”, aN,“>, 4 be a 
splitting of M”. Assume 111, Nz are connected. 
Then if(N,, C?N,) satisjes (S) and ifthe obvious map N2 -+ M induces isomorphism of the 
fifimdamentalgroup, the P-pair (N, , i3N2) satisfies (S). 
ProoJ Assume M = N1 u N, along 8Ni = aN, . Set iii = the universal covering space 
of M, and ni, flz, D tk inverse images of N,, N, , and aN1 = aN,, under the covering 
map. Then fl, is the universal cover of N, . Moreover, if { V,} are the connected components 
of fl,, they are covered by the universal cover of N1.t Set l.Ji = Vi n D; it is easily deduced 
from Spivak [5] that the pairs (Vi, Ui) each satisfy PoincarC duality in dimension n for 
infinite locally finite homology. Moreover, a representative of the generator of the nth 
infinite locally finite homology group of ii-i intersects each Vi in a representative of the 
fundamental class of (Vi, Vi). it then easily follows by familiar arguments that (fl, , D) 
satisfies n-dimensional Poincare duality for the infinite locally finite theory. Therefore 
(N2, dNJ satisfies (S). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. 4.2 holds for splittings of P-pairs or splittings along the boundary. 
The proof of 4.3 is exactly similar to that of 4.2. Another easy lemma is the following. 
LEMMA 4.4. If (M”, aM”> satisjes (S) and the inclusion 8M” E M n induces isomorphism 
of thefundamentalgroup, then aA4” satisfies (S). 
@. PROOF OF THE EMBEDDING THEOREM 
In this section we prove the embedding Theorem 3.1. We can assume M” is connected. 
The key step is the following 
LEMMA 5.1. Let (n/r”, cYM”) be a P-pair qf dimension n, and letf : (Dk, Sk-l) + (M”, aME). 
Then ifn 2 2k + 2, f is homotopic to an embedding, provided (M”, i3M”), 8M” satisfy (S). 
We first show by induction that 3.1 follows from 5.1. Our induction hypothesis is that 
if Kok is a complex having at most j distinct cells, and if n 2 2k + 2, then any map of Kok 
into M” is homotopic to an embedding. We also assume as part of the induction hypothesis 
that if (N,, BN,), (N2. aN,>, $ is the splitting corresponding to this embedding, then both 
(N,, 8N,) and (N2, aN,) satisfy (S) and that (N,, aN,) is equivalent to a handlebody having 
one r-handle for each r-cell of K,,k. Since (N,, aN,) is a handlebody it follows that aN, G N1 
induces isomorphism on the fundamental groups, and consequently, aN, satisfies (S) by 4.4. 
Now we show that the induction hypothesis holds in casej = 0, for in that case K, is a 
point, and it is almost trivial to show that any mapping of a point into M” is homotopic to 
an embedding. In this case, the “half ” of the splitting corresponding to the embedded 
point is in fact (D”, F-l), which certainly satisfies (S), and it follows by 4.2 that the other 
“ half” also satisfies (S). 
Now let Kk be a k-complex having j + 1 distinct cells and letf : Kk -+ M”, n, (2k + 2). 
Let K,, be Kk minus a top dimensional cell. Then fO = f 1 K, is homotopic to an embedding 
by the induction hypothesis and again we denote the corresponding splitting by (N,, N,), 
t More precisely, Vi is covered by the universal cover of the appropriate component of N,. 
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(N, , N,), Then it is easily shown that there is a homotopy equivalence 
h:K--,&=N,UDk 
9 
where the attaching mapg : Sk-’ --t IV1 has its image in 8N,. 
Moreover, the inclusion N1 E N, u N, extends to a map? : m1 + N, u N2, so as to 
make the diagram 
Kf-+M” 
homotopy commutative and such thatj( Dk -+ N2. 
We now claim that to show f homotopic to an embedding it will be sufficient that 
fi : (ok. Sk-‘) --f (N2, 8N,) 
be homotopic to an embedding, where fi is given in the obvious way by: 
fi 1 (Dk - Sk-‘) =J’I (Dk - Sk-‘) 
fi /Sk-’ =fog, 
For iffi is homotopic to an embedding, as 5.1 asserts, let (N3, 8N,), (N4, 8N,), II/, be 
the splitting of N, mod boundary corresponding to this embedding, (which will be an embed- 
ding as a sub-P-pair). ? hen it is easily checked that 
(1) (N,, aN,> is equivalent to a P-pair (N1’, aN,‘) where 8N,’ is isomorphic to 
a(N, u N.& 
(2) Ifwe form M’ = N,’ u N, u N4 via the isomorphism aN,’ E 8(N, u NJ, then there 
is a homotopy equivalence 4’ : M --t M’. 
(3) (N,’ u N3, aN,), (N4, 8N,), $ is a splitting of M. 
(4) There is a homotopy equivalence h’ : E, -+ N,’ u N3 so that the diagram 
f K-M 
h - I 
ml - d’ 
h' - I 
N;uN,GM' 
homotopy commutes. 
(5) (N,’ u N3, c?N,) is equivalent to (N,, aN,> with a k-handle added. (Here, N3 plays 
the role assigned to Hin the definition of adding a handle.) 
(6) (N,’ u N3, 8N,) and (N4, cYN,) satisfy (S). (Here use 4.2 and 4.3.) 
Now note that (N,’ u N3, aN,> is (n - k - l)-connected. Thus, by (4), K embeds in 
the prescribed fashion. 
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It remains to prove Lemma 5.1 and this we do as follows : 
Letf : (Ilk, Sk-l) -+ (M”, dM”) be the map. For largej let (M”+j, a%“+j) be a codimen- 
sionj thickening of the pair (M”, aM”>; i.e., there is a homotopy equivalence (M”, c?M”) G 
(m+i, ;jm+j), where m+i is a compact orientable PL-manifold-with-boundary of 
dimension n + j, a&f”+’ is a codimension-0 submanifold of aM”+j. We suppress the super- 
- -_ 
scripts and write M, aM, etc. Let a;il be the closure of i?&? -a&!i. Let A =?a n a%i = 
a(&@) = a(?&@ Then, (assuming j 2 3, and x1(<@ -+ x1(%?), rcl(A) -+ rcl(jM) are 
isomorphisms) we know by a relative version of 1.3 that 
a73 5 iv - 
is, up to homotopy, a (j - I)-spherical fibration and, moreover, the map 
A c &iZ 
is the induced (j - 1)-spherical fibration. Thus there is a Thorn class qM E Hj(iC-i, a&?). 
These fibrations are orientable. 
Now we may regardfas a map (ok, Sk-‘) --f (I%?, 2R) and moreover, suppose that it is 
an embedding in the ordinary PL sense. We assume further that f(Sk-‘) c int a&!i, 
.f(int 0”) c int R without loss of generality. Now let 5 be the (j - I)-spherical fibration over 
R corresponding to a&? c M. We use E to denote the total space. 
Then we have the map of squares 
Sk-lx sj-1 ----+EIaR 
nl nl 
Dk x S’-’ --+ E: 
where the maps Sk-’ x Sj-’ + Sk-l, Dk x Sj-’ + Dk are the obvious projections. Here, 
we regard Dk x Sj-’ -+ Dk as the trivial (j - I)-spherical fibration induced from 5 by the 
inclusion. 
Now note that if we take the mapping cylinders A,, JV~,Z,~~ we will get a homotopy 
equivalence (4,) AftI alcr, E, E@m) 2 (n, am, ai@, A) and moreover, by looking at the 
obvious map 
(Dk x D’, Sk--l x D’, Dk x Sj-‘, Sk-’ x Sj-‘) -+ (A<, A’,,gn,, E, E(-dH) 
and composing, we get a commutative diagram 
(Dk x S’-‘, Sk-’ x Sj-‘) -+ @M, A) 
nl 
(DkxDi,Sk-‘xDi) 
I 
proj. 
(Dk, Sk- ‘) / E 
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Now let 9 and 9 be such that 9 is a regular neighborhood of Dk in M and 9’ = 9 n 8E! = 
9 n cYR is a regular neighborhood of Sk-’ in a&!?. Let p be the composition of the projection 
(Dk x sj-l, Sk-’ x sj-I) + (Dk, Sk-‘) 
with the inclusion 
(Dk, Sk-‘) ---, (9,Y). 
Let A’,, be the mapping cylinder ofp and A!‘,,, be the mapping cylinder of the map 
pl=PISk-l x sj-1-+9. 
Then it is obvious that the map 
(Dk x D’, Sk - 1 x Dj) + (&?, am). 
may be extended to a map 
F : (A,, .Afp,) --) (R, i%!f) 
such that F I(.9, 9) is the inclusion (9, 9) c (a, 8s). (Here note that Dk x Dj is included 
in JZP in an obvious way.) 
We now remark that if we alterp by a homotopy in (9, 9’) we will be able to alter F so 
that FI (Dk x Sj-l, Sk-’ x Sj-‘) remains unchanged, and so that FI (9,9’) is the same 
inclusion. Our first observation is that p may be altered by a homotopy so that p(Dk x Sj-‘) 
E d9- int Y, p(Sk-’ x Sj-‘) E a9 with the homotopy keeping the image of (Sk-r x 
Sj-‘) in 9. This follows by general position arguments, since Sk-’ is a spine of Y, Dk is a 
spine of 9, and 
dim(Sk-’ x Sj-‘) + dim(Sk-‘) + 1 < dim 9’ 
dim(Dk x Si-‘) + dim(Dk) + 1 < dim $9 
(Here we use the fact that 2k + 2 I n.) In fact, the same sort of general position argument 
will suffice to show that we may assume; 
(A) F(~,-~)E~-~;F(~~.-Y)~~R-~ 
Note the following generalization of the Stallings embedding theorem [3] : 
THEOREM 5.2. Let f : (Kk, Jj) + (A*, aAr) where A’ is a compact PL manifold with 
boundary r 2 k + 3. Let f : Kk -+ A’ be (2k - r + 2)-connected, and let f 1 Jj -+ aA’ be 
(2j - r + 2)-connected. Then if j + 1 < k, there exists a pair (Klk, Jlj) G A’, aA’, and a 
homotopy equicalence h : (Kk, Jj) --+ (Klk, J1j) so that 
(Kk, Jj) ++ (K,: 51’) 
\ 
X, ni 
‘\(Ar, ax) 
homotopy commutes. 
Now note that p : Dk x 9-l -+ 9 is (j - I)-connected and since 89 - int 9’ E 9 is 
(n +j - k - I)-connected, the map p1 : Dk x SiW1 + a.9 - int 9’ is (j - l)-connected. 
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Similarly pl](Sk-’ x Sj-‘) + 89’ is (j - I)-connected. By the inequality 2k + 2 I n, it is 
easy to see that Theorem 5.2 applies, and thus we can alter p by a homotopy so that 
p(Dk x 9-i, Sk-’ x Sj-‘) c (W, U) where (W, U) c (89 - int 9, 89’) is a pair of di- 
mension k + j - 1, k + j - 2, and where the map 
(Dk x S-‘, Sk-’ x &Vi) + (W, U) 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
Let (We, U,) be a disjoint copy of ( W, U) and let i : ( W, , U,,) -+ (9,Y) be the map 
corresponding to the inclusion (W, U) c (9, 9’). Then the homotopy equivalence 
(Dk x P-i, Sk-’ x 9-i) + (W, U) 
induces a homotopy equivalence 
(A,, J&!~!, Dk x Sj-‘, Sk-l x 9-1) 2-i (Ai, Jzzi,, w,, U,) 
where pi’ is the mapping cylinder of i’ = il U, -+ 9’. 
Thus, it is easy to get a map 
F(~i) pi,, W, ) U,) ~ (~, a~, a~, A) 
so that Fcr - F, (regarding F now as a map of the 4-tuple 
(A,, JP’, Dk x Sj-‘, Sk-’ x S-‘) 
to (R, am, an, A)) and so that F I(9,Y) is still the obvious inclusion. Let (Q, R) be that 
part of (Ai, .&lip) corresponding to ( W,, , U,,) x I, i.e. Q = closure of Ji - 9, R = closure 
of Ai. - 9’. We claim that (A) implies that we may assume that F(Q) E R - (int 9 u 
int 9), and that F(R) E 8M - int Y. 
Let us now consider M, = ii;i - (int 9 u int 9’). Thus F(Q, R) E (Al,, 8R - int 9). 
We can interpret this fact as an assertion that the pair (W, U) E (139 - int 9, av) can be 
deformed into (a&?, A), keeping Uin aH - int Y, Win A4,. 
We now note the following special case of the engulfing theorem of Hirsch and Zeeman 
WI, [lOI). 
Recall that if X, Y are compact PL subspaces of the compact PL manifold A’, then X 
is said to be Y-inessential iff the map X E A’ is homotopic, rel X n Y, to a map whose image 
lies in Y. Then a corollary of the engulfing theorem is 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A’ be a compact PL manifold-with-boundary and let X, Y E aA’, with 
X, Y&essential. Let (A’, Y) be q-connected, andlet x = dim X. Then if 
x<r-4 
r+q-322x 
there exists a compact PL subspace Z c A’, with X, Y E Z, so that Z collapses to Y. 
In particular, if Y is a codimension 0 submanifold of 8A, then we may assume that Z 
will be a collar on Yrelative to X n Y, i.e., it will have the form 
z = Y x 1/(x, s) = (x, t) 
for x E X n Y, s, t E I. Here, X c Y x 1 E Z. Moreover, we can assume that if X n Y = 4, 
then (Y x 1) n 8A is a regular neighborhood of Xin 8A. (See [lo] for details.) 
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Now we first apply 5.3 with A = aM - int ,40, X = U, Y = A. Note that A E 2% - 
int Y is a (j - 1)-connected map, inasmuch as A c JR is (j - 1)-connected and am 
- int Y E 8Klis (n + j - k - 1)-connected. So applying the inequality 2k + 2 I n, we have 
k+j-2<n+j-5 
II II 
dim U dim (a&? - int 9) - 4 
(since we assume k 2 1) and 
(n + j - 1) + (j - 1) - 3 2 2(k + j - 2). 
So there exists a collar C1 of A whose “ inner boundary ” meets aY in a regular neighborhood 
iI of U, with C, r\ int Y = @. 
Moreover, after a possible deformation of F]Q, rel W which keeps R in 8&!i - int Y, 
U, in A, W, in a&i, the proof of Lemma 5.3 (cf. [lo], Lemmas49-52) asserts that F(R) E Cl. 
Furthermore, in the manifold M,, , we now see that the map F IQ guarantees that W is 
(an u C,)-inessential. - 
So, apply 5.3 again with A = MO, X = W, Y = GM u C,. Again, since <R u C1 
contains aR as a deformation retract, since aic;l G R is (j - 1)-connected, and since 
Me E Ei7.s (n - k - 1)-connected, we have a&?-u C, E M,, (j - I)-connected, and again 
the criteria for 5.3 are met. 
So there will be a collar C of gti u C, (which we can make relative to D), so that the 
“inner boundary ” of this collar meets 89 - int 9 in a regular neighborhood K of W, 
Wn 89’ = i7, Moreover, by a deformation of F rel R u W, keeping W, in a?i?, we may 
assume that F(Q) c C. 
Now note that if we set R, = closure ii;i - C, z&i, = closure $I?? - C,, we have the PL 
homeomorphism 
(R,, &VI) z (%I, G). 
Set ?H, = closure aa, - >aI. Then there will be a “ Thorn class ” qM, E Hj(R,, aiMI). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let qs E H’(Y, o), ~0 E Hj(9, w), be the pullbacks of qM,. Then qs, r,rD 
are ” Thorn classes “for the pairs (9, o), (9, v) respectively. 
Proof. Under the map F(Ar,, Dk x Sj-‘) we can pullback qM to a “Thorn class” 
E Hj(Jl,, Dk x Si-‘). Because of the homotopy equivalence (A,, Dk x Sj-‘) N (Ai, W,) 
this now can be regarded as FIVE living in H’(dZj, W,,). Now look at 
(EI, &V) 5 (R, C) s (R,, a&) 
IF IF I$ 
chasing qici around in various ways shows that qD has the right properties. 
A similar argument applies to 7s. 
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So we may summarize : 
22 is a codimension-0 submanifold of RI, with 9 n a&F, = !V’, a codimension 0 submani- 
fold of aa,, 9’ c 9 is a codimension-O-submanifold of aHI, with 9’ A A1 = i7, a codi- 
mension 0 submanifold of A1 = a(aHI) = 2J7;r, n a@,. We have Thorn isomorphisms 
and 
Let 
9’ = closure of H, - 9 
L = 9 n 9’ = closure 0f (a9 - W - Y) 
9’ = closure of ZGi;i, - 9 
;jL=Lni?R,=YnY’ 
W’ = closure of a&I, - i7 - 
All are manifolds-with-boundary. 
Let +1 be the obvious homotopy equivalence (M”, aM”) % (RI, 8R,). Then we claim 
that (9, L u 9’), (CT, L u .Y’), & is a splitting of (MI, aM,) mod boundary. Certainly, 
since ~a,, = yli, 1 (a@,, AI) is a Thorn class for the pair (a&?,, AI), we may apply 4.1 
directly and conclude that the P-pair (HIi,, a&i,) is split on the boundary via 9, 9’. More- 
over, one may easily modify the arguments of 4.1 to show that there is a Thorn class 
‘ID, E #(g’, w’) SO that 
n lo, : Hi(9’, L u 9’) T fF+j(W, aw) 
n lDs : Hi+ j(~‘, 89’) T H’(GB’, L U 9’) 
Let gD, = orientation of the (n + j)-manifold-with-boundary, 9’. Then, as in 4.1, we see 
that yD, = qD, n gD, acts as an orientation for the n-dimensional P-pair (9’, L u 9’). 
Moreover, applying 4.1 appropriately, we get (L, ‘;iL) a P-pair of dimension n - 1. Thus, 
(9’, L u 9”) is split on the boundary via L, 9”. 
In similar fashion we have (9, L u 9’) a P-pair split on the boundary via L, 9. 
It follows, then that (9, L u Y), (9’, L u Y), & is a splitting of (M, aM) mod 
boundary, so we may finally assert thatfis homotopic to an embedding. This proves Lemma 
5.1, and hence, the proof of 3.1 is complete. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. Let (M”, aM”) be split on the boundary via N,, N2 and let f : (Dk, Sk) + 
(M”, Nl) E (M”, 8M”). We then say thatfis homotopic to an embedding which respects the 
splitting iff 
(1) fis homotopic to an embedding and (M,, PI u P3), (M2, P, u P3), 4, C$ : (M”, 8M”) 
7 (Ml u M, , P, u Pz) (where M, n M, = P,, PI n P, = C~P, = aP, = aP,) is the corre- 
sponding splitting. 
(2) The P-pair (M, u M, , PI u Pz) is split on the boundary via N1’, N2’ so that 
N,’ 2 P, and so that 
cj : (aMn, N,, N2, Nl n N,) - (PI u P,, N1’, N,‘, N,’ n N,‘). 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let (M”, an/i”) be a P-pair split on the boundary uia N,, N,, and let 
f : (Dk, Sk-‘) -+ (M”, Nl) E (M”, 8M”). 
Then f is homotopic to an embedding respecting the splitting, provided n 2 2n + 2, 
(M, aM>, aM, (N,, aN,) satisfy (S). 
Here, we merely note that at each stage of the proof of 5.1. we may “respect the 
splitting.” 
This allows us to prove Cor. 3.2 and 3.3 without further difficulty. For 3.2, we first 
note that the only difficulty in applying the proof of 3.1 by induction is to assume that if 
J’ : (Dk, Sk-‘) -+ (M”, aM”) and if f(S”-‘) lies in the connected component a,M” of alzri”, 
then the embedding of (Dk, Sk-‘) keepsf(Sk-‘) in a,M”. This may be seen to be a special 
case of 5.4. 
For the proof of 3.3, we first embed the subcomplex Jj in aM. Then we “add handles,” 
one for each cell of Kk - Jj, in the “interior” of aM. I.e., we add the first cell of K - J, 
by considering the splitting of M, aM on the boundary via $, f’ where $ is J up to homo- 
topy, and then we take an appropriate map Dk, Sk-’ --f M, f so that 9 u Dk has the right 
homotopy type. We homotop this to an embedding, respecting the splitting, and it is then 
easy to show that we can embed (J, J-t. cell) -+ (M, ZM). 
Next, assume that we have embedded (K,, , J) in (M, aM>, K, = K - (top dimensional 
cell in K - J). If (.X0, NO u N,), (YO’, NO’ u N1) is the splitting of (M, aM) mod boundary, 
corresponding to this embedding, then we can easily show that K - X,, u cell where the 
attaching map has its image in N1 = X, n Y,,‘. Moreover, the attaching map extends to 
a map (cell, a cell ) + Xx0’, N,, so we show that we can add a handle to X, , with the core 
sphere lying in N,, by embedding cell, a cell in .X0’, 8Xx,’ respecting the splitting N,, 
NO’ of d&Y,,‘. Cor. 5.4 guarantees this. Checking of details is a matter of routine, and will be 
left to the reader. 
As for Cor. 3.4, 3.5, these are immediate consequences of 3.1. For if (M”, aMn) is a 
P-pair, with M” of the homotopy type of a k-complex Kk. 2k + 2 < n, then let f : Kk -+ M”, 
be the equivalence. 
Let .f be homotopic to an embedding. Then let (K, Z), (R, aK u L), 4 : (M”, a&f”) T;’ 
(R U K’, aK’> be the splitting. Then by a universal covering space argument it follows that 
BR 
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aK E K’ 2 aK’, m - 
and thus the handlebody (R, aK> is equivalent to (M”, aMn). 
Furthermore, with respect to Cor. 3.5, if M2” is l-connected, with H,(M’“) = 0, then 
M” is homotopy equivalent to 1M’ where M’ is a 2n-complex with no n-cells. Let K = (n - l)- 
skeleton of M’, and let f : K + M be the restriction of the homotopy equivalence. Then f is 
homotopic to an embedding, and let (K, aK), (K’, X), C#J : M” --t R U i? be the splitting. 
Then (K, aK> has the structure of a handlebody, by our proof. goreover, aK c K’ is 
2-connected, and K’ has the homotopy type of an (n - 1)-complex, so (K’, X) has a 
handlebody structure, by 3.4. It is then easily seen that M2” itself has a handlebody structure. 
We note that if M2”+l is a l-connected P-space with H,(M) = 0, H,_,(M) free then the 
same cone lusion holds. 
As a final remark, we wish to note that in 3.1, condition (S) can be eliminated if we make 
an assumption about the mapf. First note that if @‘+k is a high-dimensional PL manifold 
of the homotopy type of M”, and if J? is orientable, then there is a k-dimensional Thorn 
isomorphism 
H’(M) ++ Hi + k(a@) 
and similarly in homology. Let 5 be the fibration one gets by replacing aR G R by a 
fibration. Then we get 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let f : Kk -+ M”, n 2 2k + 2. Then (ff *4: satisfies Thorn isomorphism 
with Thorn class f *q, and if the total space off * 5 is of the homotopy tJ]pe of a finite complex, 
then f is homotopic to an embedding. 
The proof of 5.6 will follow that of the version of 3.1 found in the author’s thesis 
[3, Theorem 4.161. This proof does not give a handlebody structure on the “ regular neighbor- 
hood” of Kk. If Kk is simply connected one need not state the requirements that the total 
space off *t be of the homotopy type of a finite complex, inasmuch as the rest of the hypo- 
thesis implies it. Moreover, one need not specify a particular thickening R of M”, for if the 
hypothesis of 5.6 is satisfied for one such, it is satisfied for all of sufficiently high dimension. 
56. A GENERALIZATION OF THE STALLINGS EMBEDDING THEOREM 
Let Kk be a finite C-W complex and let M” be a compact PL manifold. Recall the 
theorem of Stallings on embedding up to homotopy type [6], [8]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let f : Kk + M” be an r-connected map, and let k I n - 3, r 2 
(2k - n + 1). Then there exists a PL subspace x G M” and a homotopy equivalence 
h :Kk_‘Ksothat 
KkhE 
\ 
f, ii 
Ill 
L 
M” 
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homotopy commutes. 
In this chapter we generalize to the case where M” is a P-space satisfying (S). Say that 
M” thickens in codimension j if there is a PL manifold R”‘j and a homotopy equivalence 
(p : Mn-1 jip+j so that am+’ E: ii;i”+j is a (j - I)-spherical fibration, up to homotopy. 
(The latter condition is automatically satisfied for j 2 3.) Let Kk have homotopy dimen- 
sion K. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let M” be a P-space which thickens in codimension j, and let f : Kk + M” 
be an r-connected map. Then !f k I n - 3, and r 2 (2k - n + j + I), f is homotopic to an 
embedding. 
Proqf Let E 5 M” be the (j - 1)-spherical fibration over M” corresponding to the 
map d&fpfj + iiPij, where 4 : M” --f &fi”‘j 1s the codimension j thickening of M”. Let 
E’ 2% Kk be the induced fibration; then, E’ will be homotopic to a (k + j - I)-dimensional 
complex L. Let p : L --) Kk be the corresponding map, and let &Zp be the mapping cylinder. 
It follows without difficulty that there is a map 
F: (A’,, L) -i (R”+j, aRlt+j) 
sothatFIKkistheobviousmapKk’~‘j.Moreover,FJL-taRn’jisa(2k-n+j+1)- 
connected map since, up to homotopy, it is a map of fiber spaces which corers a 
(2k - n + j + I)-connected map. 
Therefore, by 6.1, there are spaces R E int n, z G a@, with homotopy equivalences 
Jr :Kz iC,h, IL--, Land 
- 
K&K 
_ 
Lh’L 
homotopy commutative. 
Let j : E-+ i? be the obvious map induced by p : L * K. Then it is easily seen that 
there is a map F : (~4’~) L) -+ (R, i3M) so that 
(A,, Q F (R, am) 
1 F / 
/ 
(Jzp, L/ 
--- - 
homotopy commutes and so that F 1 K, F I L are the obvious inclusions. This shows that in 
the manifold R, E is R-inessential. Another corollary of the Hirsch-Zeeman engulfing 
theorem [lo], [2] tells us 
LEMMA 6.3. If X, Y c A”, X c aA”, Y E int A”, X is Y inessential and dim Y 5 
dim X I m - 4, then $(A, Y) is r-connected and 
m+r-322dimX 
then there exists a Z 2 X, Y so that Z collapses to Y. 
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Now since (M, K) is (2k + j - m + I)-connected, and since dim E = k + j - 1, we 
easily check that 6.3 applies, with &i = A, X = E, Y = R. Moreover, we may assert that Z is 
a codimension 0 submanifold of R, and that Z n aR is a regular neighborhood W of E. 
Moreover, after a possible deformation rel L u i?, we may assert that F(J%‘,) -c Z and that 
F(J&‘?, E) -+ (Z, W) is a homotopy equivalence. It is then trivial that if we let ylM be the 
“Thorn class ” in Hj(%!, am), qz = qM 1 (Z, W) is a “Thorn class ” in Hj(Z, w>, since it 
corresponds to the Thorn class in Hj(&!,, z) = @(A,, L). Thus, Lemma 4.1 is imme- 
diately applicable, and we get a splitting of M” which guarantees the desired embedding 
of K. Q.E.D. 
We now say that a P-pair (M”, aM”> thickens in dimension j iff there is a compact PL 
manifold ?i?i = F+j such that (M”, aM”) and aM” satisfy (S) and 
(1) there is a homotopy equivalence 
- -_ 
4 : (hf”, aM”) -+ (M, aM) 
where aK!i is a codimension 0-submanifold of am. 
(2) If <H = closure of 8i!i - &Vi, A = @$ n a?$ = a(aR) = a(%@), then the map 
ZM E R is, up to homotopy, a (j - 1)-spherical fibration and the map A c a&i its restric- 
tion to ail;i. 
Then we have the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 6.4. If (M”, aM”) is u P-pair which thickens in codimension j, and if 
f : Kk + M”, is a (2/c - m + j + 1)-connected map, k I n - 3, then f is homotopic to an 
embedding. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let (M”, dM”> be a P-pair which thickens in codimension j 2 1, and let 
f : (Kk, Jj) -+ (M”, aMn). Then ifj + 1 I k s n - 3, andif 
f : Kk -+ M” is (2k - n + j + l)-connected 
f 1 Ji -+ ah!tn is (2j - n + j + 2)-connected 
thenfis homotopic to an embedding of the pair. 
The proof of 6.4 follows that of 6.2 almost word for word. That of 6.5 involves using 
Lemma 5.2 and 6.3 a few times, but the details are not hard and will be left to the reader. 
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